
FITMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Place the front rail on the edge of the loadbin and mark the holes for the drilling points. 
Using an 8mm drill, make the first hole and then use the 10mm drill to enlarge the hole. 
Insert rivnuts and then attach rail using bolts.

Place side rails on the sides and attach back rail to the side rails with the corner pieces. 
Make sure the end caps sit flush with the sides of the aluminium front rail (see photo). 
The tailgate rail lip must fit flush on the inside of the tailgate. Once you are sure the side 
rails are in position, mark the holes and using the 8mm drill bit, drill right through and 
attach using the 8mm bolts, nuts and washes.

This fitment instruction applies to:
MAHINDRA 2019: Double Cab

TONNEAU COVER

Clip on Tonneau kit with 
& without roll bar

Mahindra clip on
Tonneau kit to fit 

sportsbar

Tool requirement for fitment:
Drill Bit Size 8mm & 10mm.
Rivnut gun to insert 10mm rivnuts.

Kit comprises: One front rail, 2 side rails with end caps, one back rail, 
two plastic corners with holding screws (2 per corner), 2 support braces, 
4 plastic brace brackets, 4 side bolts (8mm), with nuts and washes, 3 x 
10mm bolts, nuts and washes for front rail, 3 rivnuts.
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Insert braces.

Slide Tonneau cover into the front rail and close boots around rollbar. Pull cover to the 
tailgate and centre before lining the chips in the groove and pressing them in. Then fasten 
two sides.

Cover can be rolled up and tied in 
the front.

Warranty: The stitching is guarenteed for 6 months. Please only use Sunlight dish soap to wash the cover and 
Dubbin to polish. All car wash products and polishes should not be used on the tonneau cover, as well as, high 
pressure hoses and brushes. 

WE THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A TAUNOTENT PRODUCT


